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The Distorted Images and Realities of Andrei Bitov’s Literary Photographs

José Vergara

In Andrei Bitov’s short tale “Pushkin’s Photograph (1799-2099)” (1987), a group of Pushkinists sends a young colleague, Igor’ Odoevtsev, back in time armed with a camera and a singular goal: to succeed where history failed by capturing the father of Russian poetry Alexander Pushkin on film. “What do we objectively know about the external appearance of the great poet?” asks one of the scholars with “great regret.”¹ They seek to validate their veneration of Pushkin through physical evidence of his existence for a post-Niépcian world.² While the time-traveler feels a special kinship with the national poet, Igor’’s plans quickly unravel upon his arrival in the nineteenth century. He can neither acclimate to the temporal-cultural shock, nor use his knowledge of the epoch to his advantage. Instead of returning with pristine photos of the inimitable poet, he brings back blurred images of famous scenes from Pushkin’s art and life, thereby evoking the Pushkinian mythos but nothing more: “The storm that preceded the cloud that the poet observed when the line ‘The last cloud dispersed by the storm…’ came to him; [...] the wonderful portrait of the hare in the snow [...] and all the rest [...] of the photos were water and waves.”³ Throughout Bitov’s narrative, these so-called failed snapshots represent conflicting ideas. As Sven Spieker has noted, the items Igor’ catalogues are “already canonized by official culture,” processed and developed, as it were, by a system that prevents alternate readings of Pushkin and the past.⁴ They signify an externally imposed interpretation of the poet, one that clashes with Igor’’s idealized and personalized version. Moreover, as Igor’’s efforts paradoxically show, the images he catches on film symbolize the difficulty of pinning down reality. They can function as icons of the past, but they lose meaning when manipulated, and the past remains frustratingly ephemeral. Igor’ cannot capture and convey the reality of Pushkin’s era as the non-
concrete photos fail to serve as the tether in time he seeks. Read more generously, they still embody the fortuitous moments that inspired Pushkin. They may have been co-opted, but they retain a glimmer of their original “senseless beauty,” as the narrator suggests.\(^5\) Photography in Bitov’s work consistently evokes this rich tension between a desire to possess a person, place, or idea through images and a more positive, though seemingly impossible effort to recognize the inner substance of the photo’s subject by using it as a springboard for enlightenment.

Although his best-known exploration of the many uses, misuses, benefits, and limitations of photography is “Pushkin’s Photograph,” Bitov’s multifaceted photographic trope in fact appears in many of his works. T.L. Rybal’chenko has offered some valuable preliminary observations on this motif, particularly its literary heritage, both epistemological and ontological implications, and symbolic functions.\(^6\) Her short study addresses Bitov’s two principal phototexts—“Pushkin’s Photograph” and “View of the Trojan Sky” (2008)—with some additional comments on his most well-known novel, *Pushkin House* (1964-71). Rybal’chenko concludes that Bitov’s conception of culture is “undoubtedly pessimistic, holding within itself an agnosticism in the representation of possibilities of understanding a living life and culture.”\(^7\) This pessimism, she argues, finds expression in Bitov’s deployment of photography as a key trope. Rybal’chenko details the ways in which his photographs highlight the human tendency to mistake familiarity for absolute knowledge.

The more thorough diachronic survey presented below will further elucidate Bitov’s complex stance on photography that he develops across several genres and decades. Rybal’chenko adeptly notes the ways in which photos are mishandled by his heroes, and yet, as the aforementioned diversity of interpretations regarding “Pushkin’s Photograph” reveals, the situation is far more complicated and covers greater ground in the author’s oeuvre. A photo’s
ability to freeze reality and time undoubtedly disturbs many of Bitov’s narrators, particularly when it becomes a tool for manipulation or distortion. Such an approach reveals an inherently self-centered attitude that harms one’s engagement with the world by substituting a two-dimensional simulation for a three-dimensional reality. In other words, it gives the photographer’s perspective priority and implies that the subject of the photograph is brought into existence or is defined by the photographer/viewer, not in its own right. Another set of Bitov’s characters recognizes the dissonance between the image and subject, the document and the documented. They initially fall into similar patterns as their egocentric counterparts, but eventually come to doubt the veracity of their vision, a point that Rybal'chenko downplays in her analysis. Bitov in this way continues to dismantle the idea that photos can be truly authentic representations. Finally, if photography frequently embodies the human tendency toward egocentrism, then the very rare positive example of photography in Bitov’s work suggests a metaphoric alternative, namely that one must allow the outside world to make an imprint upon oneself as on a photographic plate, thereby bridging gaps in knowledge and mutual understanding. The analysis that follows explicates how Bitov uses ekphrastic depictions of photos and other related motifs as a key device to call for a connection to others, to the past, and to nature devoid of pretensions and self-centered falsifications. Tracing the many iterations of the photographic motif in Bitov’s texts and placing it within the broader context of Russian culture’s intersections with photography will furthermore deepen our understanding of this contemporary author’s engagement with questions central to his generation.

**Literary Precedents and Cultural Contexts**

Before proceeding, it would be worth considering Bitov’s precedents and contemporaneous uses
of photography in fiction of various kinds, both Russian and Western, and to contextualize his particular approach to the topic. In doing so we may see more clearly how Bitov’s art takes up with numerous problems in Russian history. Many studies have examined how Russian authors use photography as a metaphor for memory, displacement of identity, or a link to the dead, to name only a handful of topics that resonate with Bitov’s own engagement with photography. Some have paired image against text (e.g., Vladimir Nabokov, the Soviet satirist Il’ia Il’f, the dissident Alexander Solzhenitsyn); others have forsaken the very word “photography” from their art even while making meaningful connections between the two (the modernist poet Marina Tsvetaeva). Where Bitov, who relies on actual images far less often, falls within this range remains to be investigated more fully.

First of all, it is important to note that Bitov’s generation experienced a massive growth in the popularity of cameras and photography with the onset of the Thaw, the era following Joseph Stalin’s death during which various repressive political and cultural policies were relaxed for approximately ten years. As Jessica Werneke has recently established, this period witnessed the wide and rapid development of amateur photography and photo clubs across the country. Photographers were furthermore called upon to document “intimate everyday life at home” along with “foreign locales” in popular magazines such as Ogonek (Little Flame) as “images served to reinforce Soviet ideas of self during the cultural thaw.” This explosion of photos during Bitov’s development as a writer meant that they were ever-present for his generation, and they entailed a new way of relating to the world as Soviet citizens were able to see foreign lands.

Indeed, the presence of these magazines and clubs raised significant questions in the cultural sphere. From the very beginning of the Soviet state, as Leah Dickerman has argued, the Communist Party expressed a “desire to provide visual documentation of history, but only in the
‘correct’ narrative,” which produced the “paradox that defines the cultural position of photography in the Soviet Union.” Bitov’s literary photographs speak to these very same debates about photography as an art form and documentary tool. Does it simply record reality, truth, life itself? Alternatively, does it craft a reality through the photographer’s perspective and gaze or through the viewer’s reading of the photo? Bitov’s texts take on all these questions in various guises. As already mentioned, photographs were also used to construct an identity, particularly in relation to other nations, both within and without the Soviet Union. Much the same way, Bitov’s literary photos poke holes in the idea of stable identities or concepts.

As concerns photo-texts themselves, the case of Nabokov, whose encounters with photography have been widely studied, serves as a useful comparison in this regard. As one of Bitov’s self-identified predecessors, Nabokov engages with photography in ways not unlike his disciple. In his autobiography *Speak, Memory*, for example, Nabokov plays photography against text through a series of captions. He does so both to maintain control over his authorial image and to destabilize the reader’s perception of both the photos and their corresponding captions. Bitov, too, engages in such a project, even if his texts typically do not incorporate actual photos. His characters often wield photographs to fashion an identity, either for themselves or for those with whom they wish to associate. Nabokov elsewhere probes the limits of the photographic act in his fiction. *Invitation to a Beheading* features several such examples. For instance, the protagonist Cincinnatus C., condemned to death by the novel’s totalitarian regime, is introduced to his executioner’s invention, the photohoroscope. This device uses cheap tricks to simulate a young girl’s future life through photos, a technique that reduces life to an emblem by breaking it into meaningless parts that can be rearranged. Bitov, building upon his modernist forebear’s devices, will also imagine photographs from the future, suggesting in the process photography’s
contradistinction to real, lived experience.\textsuperscript{11}

W. G. Sebald’s prose fiction, though written in German, also provides a useful contemporary parallel to that of Bitov. Littered with photographs that both affirm and repudiate their linguistic referents within the texts, his works express how photos can be used by characters to craft narratives that serve particular ends. In his article on the intersections between text and image in Sebald’s novel \textit{The Emigrants}, J. J. Long describes this process through the writings of Marianne Hirsch, who developed the concept of “postmemory.” As he puts it, “Postmemory refers to the experience of those who grow up dominated by narratives that preceded their birth, and whose own belated stories are ‘evacuated by the stories of the previous generation shaped by traumatic events that can be neither understood nor recreated.’”\textsuperscript{12} Photos charged with postmemory, in other words, depict a reality unknown to the viewer and which must be shaped by means of a narrative, a process that is quite familiar to some of Bitov’s heroes who confront the Soviet past as it comes to light.\textsuperscript{13} It is in this intersection between memory, image, and narrative that Bitov and Sebald overlap most strongly.

In fact, Bitov occupies a position quite appropriate for a writer of his generation, which witnessed the end of both Stalinism and socialism and experienced radical developments in art and literature, often asynchronously relative to the West. Situated squarely between what is considered Modernism and what is called Postmodernism, Bitov uses photographs both to give an air of authenticity and to question reality. \textit{The Symmetry Teacher’s} (2008) title page, for instance, features a portrait of a man purported to be the text’s original author, A. Tired Boffin. This same photo, however, has appeared in an edition of \textit{Pushkin House} amid Bitov family portraits included in the book’s paratextual apparatus.\textsuperscript{14} Most of his photographs, however, are entirely imagined. The indeterminate, even subversive, nature of Bitov’s literary photographs
amplifies the disruptive nature of his fiction.

As will be shown below, such thematics speak to a number of concepts with which theorists of photography have also grappled. Soviet Russia’s history, particularly its modernist connections, is of great concern to Bitov. His texts are replete with individuals obsessed with gaining mastery over a lost past, whether it be one’s family history or elements of the modernist era suppressed by the Soviet regime.¹⁵ That is why, Susan Sontag maintains, people who have been “robbed of their past” believe that “a photograph is not only like its subject […]. It is part of, an extension of that subject; and a potent means of acquiring it, of gaining control over it.”¹⁶ Those like Igor' Odoevtsev use images to expand the scope of their dominion, for if they can photograph someone, they can claim possession over this subject as it is recovered from oblivion and subsequently inserted into their constructed narrative.

In this way, Bitov’s photos function as emblems of simulation in his works, and they may be productively linked to the writings of Mikhail Epstein, one of Russia’s leading contemporary cultural critics and theorists. According to Epstein, who adapts Jean Baudrillard’s ideas for his own context, Russian history is plagued by a long-standing tendency toward simulation, that is, a habit of taking symbols for genuine reality: “Too much in this culture came from ideas, schemes, and conceptions, to which reality was subjugated.”¹⁷ Under this rubric, images that “appear more real than does reality itself” take hold without any existent foundations.¹⁸ These, then, are the circumstances under which Bitov developed as a writer. The literary photographs that he inscribes into his texts quite frequently figure as symbols of his characters’ desire to shape reality according to their preferences. By doing so, they disregard the authentic existence of others and, quite often simultaneously, imply that their perspective or their presence is what gives meaning to others’ lives or to the natural world.
However, Bitov obliquely challenges such an egocentric view in his stories, oftentimes through the failed experiments and experiences of his characters. This line of thought aligns him with other writers who have used photography to probe the limits of one’s grasp on reality. Among them is Marcel Proust who in À la recherche du temps perdu uses photography to symbolize the challenges involved in understanding another person. The numerous examples from Bitov’s works that follow illustrate how he, too, is concerned with this dilemma. Photographs emblematize the divide between his characters and those with whom they wish to associate themselves. As art critic John Berger notes, “Every photograph is in fact a means of testing, confirming and constructing a total view of reality. […] Hence the necessity of our understanding a weapon which we can use and which can be used against us.” Precisely this “weaponized” quality of photography allows the less scrupulous of Bitov’s heroes to use it at the expense of others. Again, it would be wise to consider the context in the Soviet Union where the past and its players could be co-opted to support changing policies. Bitov understands well how the Soviet state manipulated history, in Rosalind Marsh’s words, “not merely to establish the truth about the past, but for the purpose of social engineering in the present.” More importantly, his texts, particularly Pushkin House, manifest a perceptive understanding of the experience of the psychological and physical harm inflicted upon generations of Soviet citizens through Stalin’s reign. His characters recognize what Marsh calls “a lapse or rupture in memory that breaks continuity with the past, thereby placing identity in question,” and that “undermines cherished self-images.” The heroes that populate his works must reconcile themselves to a hidden past (e.g., the Soviet purges) or the recognition that their past very much defines their future. For these reasons, Bitov’s literary photographs act as potent symbols for shared historical traumas.
This rich tension between distortion and preservation, between possession and empathy, marks Bitov’s engagement with photography. It furthermore contributes to a wider conversation held across the modern age regarding the ways art may contribute to a clearer engagement with the world or, alternatively, cloud one’s ability to connect with others. At stake in Bitov’s literary photographs are the very limits of understanding; he asks whether true knowledge comes from possessing a subject or instead from recognizing and accepting one’s limits.

Realia Obscura: Photographs from the Past and the Future

Bitov’s photographic motif first appeared in embryonic form in several early short works. Although here it plays a lesser role in delivering each story’s message, it nonetheless demonstrates many of his recurrent concerns. In “The Bus” (1961), the daydreaming narrator imagines a group of women boarding the eponymous vehicle to be the same person, Yma Sumac, the renowned Peruvian-American singer. He declares that he “recognizes her by her photographs and advertisements.”23 In “The Garden” (1962-3), the protagonist Aleksei Monakhov finds a set of photographs in a desk that draw him to introspection: “The life of these drawers came to a stop far too long ago.”24 On the one hand, these references simply serve as scene-setting. On the other hand, they raise issues that will later be taken up with greater urgency and at greater depth. The Sumac photos in “The Bus” excite the narrator’s overactive imagination, leading him to construct a fantastic scenario when he encounters a group of clones. A celebrity’s photo clouds his engagement with reality, revealing both his flights of fancy and some inner discord, as he uses the image stuck in his mind to manufacture a new experience for himself that is ultimately hollow. In the latter story, Aleksei’s rediscovered photographs represent a compressed past in which he no longer participates. The photos, he realizes, reflect
his break with a former life, perhaps one more positive than the life fraught with infidelities he now lives. The shock and awe of Bitov’s literary photographs depicted in these stories come to play a greater role in his mature works where they are realized more fully. There, photography exposes the perilous delusions that his characters construct; for those willing to face these revelations directly, it instead might suggest a catalyst for growth.

Bitov’s most recent novel, *The Symmetry Teacher*, repeatedly addresses photography throughout its labyrinthine plot. For example, the story “View of the Trojan Sky,” which is part of a novel-within-a-novel purportedly half-translated and half-recalled by Bitov years after a chance reading, playfully reverses the stakes of “Pushkin’s Photograph”: Here, a photograph from the *future* torments the protagonist, the novelist Urbino Vanoski. Speaking with a journalist in his old age, he recalls how one day the Devil appeared to him, revealed a photograph of a woman he would allegedly meet in the future, and set him on a path to ruin. During their conversation, the Devil asks, “Why should historical fact appear more exact or attractive than what I have in my hands. History always takes place right in front of our eyes.” The picture from Vanoski’s future, the Devil continues, represents “a random moment, not any sort of biographical fact.” Vanoski’s chief error lies in mistaking it for reality and then structuring his life according to this image. He closes his eyes to the “history” that flows in front of him in favor of the encapsulated “random moment,” believing the fossilized photograph to be dearer to him than the world around him. Instead of living out his life, he impulsively makes attempt after attempt to locate the vague future portrayed in the photo by traveling around the world, ignoring other commitments, and blinding himself to other opportunities that present themselves along the way.

The young Vanoski’s interlocutor speaks in riddles, but he suggests that the mysterious
photo ultimately lacks the profundity that comes with everyday inspiration, much like the Pushkinian images that appear at the end of “Pushkin’s Photograph.” Perhaps for moments such as these ones, Lev Anninskii, echoing Epstein, writes that “Bitov’s main theme” concerns how “reality wants to disappear.” Vanoski’s reality does in a sense disappear when he begins to take the hypothetical photo-image for truth, but it does so at his urging. When he locates his photographic dream-girl, all has already been lost: a runaway snake has killed his devoted girlfriend, and his obsession has led only to regrets. He says that he could “rip her to shreds, like a photograph.” “View of the Trojan Sky” in this way offers another example of how Bitov’s characters frequently mistake simulation for reality and vice versa, therefore resisting the fact that their perspective is not totalizing. Upon finding the woman from the future, now directly before him in the present, he reduces her to a photographic avatar in an impotent expression of rage. The violence Vanoski wishes to inflict upon her moreover speaks to a erroneous belief in his control over others. By treating life as a photograph that can be so easily destroyed, his loose hold upon reality and his lack of respect for others are exposed to the reader. An encounter with reality is here turned into another photographic distortion, and Vanoski fails to recognize this serendipitous turn of events, much to his later chagrin. Nor does he even enact his rebellion and “rip her to shreds.” In short, he loses both women: real and imagined, physical and photographic.

This encounter with the mysterious woman is presaged by Vanoski’s description of the Devil: “He resembled the Devil as a photograph of an apple resembles an apple.” The story, a playful take on the Lapsarian myth, constantly highlights the divide between reality and simulation, particularly in the form of photographs, here a strange memory of the future. The real is imbedded in a photograph, but it in turn disrupts the subject’s authenticity if understood to be a mimetic reproduction. Interpreting the world through simulacra, as Vanoski and several other
heroes in Bitov’s oeuvre do, results in the failure to engage with this same world. Indeed, A. O. Bol'shev calls the “inauthenticity [neorganichnost'] and ephemerality of contemporary life” Bitov’s “primary [magistral’naia] theme.” In the case of Vanośki, the novelist realizes only too late that he has frequently—and all too willingly—believed the photograph of the apple to be the apple when he takes the Devil at his word.

Much in the same way as his novels and shorter pieces, Bitov’s semi-autobiographical travelogues probe the complexities of photography. They do so, however, by flipping the script, as it were: here, a personal reality is turned into a fictional work in Bitov’s ruminations on the power the tourist wields with his camera. Again, it would be worth considering the context in which these texts—Armenia Lessons (1967-69) and Choice of Location: A Georgian Album (1980)—were written. In the 1960s there was an explosion of travel literature and consequently a working through of what this genre entailed in the late Soviet era. As Marina Balina has shown, Nikita Khrushchev’s call for writers to depict the lives of others abroad led to propagandistic literary responses that either fell in line with the demands of the Party or, more provocatively, that challenged the system by introducing authors’ “subjective impressions” that, in turn, “served to lift the mask of the official representative from the face of the writer just a little bit, making him or her human again and showing that the writer had not yet fully learned how not to think, suffer, and doubt.” Anne Gorsuch puts this dilemma in similar terms: “The author of the typical Soviet travel account was like a camera, focused outwards to bring back images for armchair tourists and authorities at home rather than inwards in a risky exploration of the personal encounter with the other.” Like the aforementioned surge in photography and photo clubs of the Thaw, travel literature served as yet another outlet for writers such as Bitov to widen their perspectives. His travelogues do indeed describe and compare other peoples, places, languages,
and cultures, and yet they reflect a desire to penetrate the inner workings of the traveler’s mind and his connections to the outside world. Perhaps for these reasons, *Armenia Lessons* was originally redacted by censors in its original publication, and *A Georgian Album* could not be published at all.

In these two texts photography functions as a key motif for analyzing how foreign lands or cultures can be appropriated. Bitov compares his observations of the foreign realia around him to a photographer’s gaze in *Armenia Lessons*, a sketch-based travelogue. He suggests that his limited perception of the local people is like that of “a photographer invited to do a family portrait” who gains an understanding only of “frozen facial features and the make of the furniture.”  

Everything else that truly matters and exists beneath the surface escapes his comprehension. Such a superficial act for Bitov presupposes an inherent barrier to true knowledge of the subject. He may visit countless families and sites, but the ability to comprehend something requires a deeper connection, one that is often developed over time and through reflection, not the tourist’s instantaneous flashbulb. These images, and especially the attitudes that underlie them exemplify their taker’s cavalier attitude toward the subject and a misguided belief that the past, whether personal or national, can be captured so effortlessly.

Bitov picks up this same thread again in a more explicit vein following his visit to the medieval Armenian monastery, Geghard: “And now it seems to me that I understand what compels a tourist to scratch his name, to litter, to sing songs, and to photograph himself in the most inappropriate places — to desecrate, so to speak, the monuments of history and nature. […] this monument stands tall in comparison with his ignorant soul!” He offers a similar situation in *A Georgian Album*, the companion piece to *Armenia Lessons* that documents his travels around Georgia to select a location for a film: “I don’t know why precisely here at Arkhangelsk I
was bothered so much by the Japanese […] maybe I got mad at their unobtainable photo equipment with which they kept flashing and clicking, capturing themselves.”

Much as Igor’ would have his photographs link him to Pushkin, Bitov’s tourist uses the photographic image as a mnemonic tool to equate himself with something awesome, to make something incomprehensible graspable. Whether carving his name into a memorial or simply producing a photographic record of his being at a location, the tourist manipulates history in an act tantamount to blasphemy for Bitov. These actions are attempts to inscribe oneself violently into the past or nature. To do so means to supplant the prominence of the photograph’s subject with one’s limited perception, to hoist one’s worldview upon something much larger. More generally, as Ellen Chances writes, “For Bitov, the uncultured person is a glutton. […] he will never be free of the insatiable craving for more.”

The photographer-tourists of *Armenia Lessons* and *A Georgian Album* are defined by their tendency toward such unrestrained consumption of culture and nature.

Bitov’s novel *Pushkin House* features photographic distortions similar to those found in these travelogues. Here, however, his photo-trope takes on political tones. The novel’s young protagonist and scholar, Leva Odoevtsev, who happens to be the grandfather of Igor' from “Pushkin’s Photograph,” experiences a great shock when he discovers that his own grandfather, Modest Platonovich, is actually a recently rehabilitated labor camp survivor. A series of recovered photographs accompanies this revelation: “Where had all these marvelous faces gone? They no longer existed physically in nature, Leva had not once met them, neither on the streets nor even in his own home… Where had his parents put their faces? […] they laid them face up, as if in a coffin.”

Here, too, the photographic simulation stands for the real people who were excised from the historical record through will and whim. The narrator emphasizes the unnatural,
sepulchral aura that surrounds these snapshots with the casual comparison to a coffin, a narrative move that both asserts Roland Barthes’s and Susan Sontag’s belief in the violence and the specter of death that haunt photography and moves it a step further through the implicit reference to Stalin’s purges in the 1930s. Leva’s private discomfort is compounded when he later finds that “photographs hung on the walls with greater confidence and size.” They become symbols of changing public attitudes toward historical events. Bitov is careful never to mention Stalin by name, and here he obliquely alludes to the process of political rehabilitation that followed the dictator’s death in 1953. Victims of repression and imprisonment, including many writers and cultural figures, were eventually permitted to return home. The case of Modest Platonovich illustrates how these prisoners’ ideas were likewise allowed to grow—with reason. Leva and his father gradually publish their patriarch’s scholarly work and popularize his school of thought. Consequently, as those in power refashion the past, the photos can appear suddenly and grow just as quickly. This act, in turn, reveals a lack of a stable historical base for Leva’s generation. Thanks to something as simple as family portraits, the young hero learns that even a fact as seemingly certain as filial relations, buttressed by memory, may shift.

Leva continues the family tradition of manipulating history through photos in an analogous fashion. Wishing to overcome his father’s influence, he tries to discern his own visage in photos of Uncle Dickens, a family friend who is also figuratively unearthed when he returns to Leningrad around the same time as Modest Platonovich: “Leva stood before the mirror with the photograph, made a face, and became totally convinced.” This twin image—a mirror reflection and a photograph—reveals the lengths to which Leva will go to deceive himself in the search for a substitute father. When it comes to disowning his resemblance to his real father Nikolai Modestovich, Leva rejects physical similarities. Nonetheless, in his mind he uses the same
evidence to prove paternity in Uncle Dickens’s favor. According to Natal’ia Ivanova, Leva “cannot in any way […] unite the real with the ideal for himself.” The mirror suggests Leva’s inability to view himself from an outsider’s point-of-view; he cannot truly achieve this externalized vantage point and must employ mental acrobatics to produce the desired result. Leva changes the terms of his argument when convenient by alternately championing or disavowing physical characteristics, and this scene reveals his limited perspective, one which throughout most of the novel is based almost entirely upon his self-absorption and self-deception. His efforts recall Lisa Saltzman’s comments on Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner, another work concerned with simulation and reality. In the 1982 film, a cyborg looks to a photo as “evidence of a past, a lineage, and an identity,” but ultimately she realizes that a photograph cannot “shore up identity” when she discovers that the girl depicted within it is actually her inventor’s niece. Leva also turns to a photograph for evidentiary value but comes up short.

Once he has used up Uncle Dickens’s potential as a paternal substitute, as it were, Leva trains his gaze elsewhere. He engages in parallel distortions when he examines photographs of Modest Platonovich: “Leva scrutinized his excellent photofeatures and quarreled with his father, proudly and silently turning away his own elongated face, which seemed to bear the same features.” As part of his so-called “Grandfather Hypothesis,” he suggests that these “photofeatures” allow him to draw a direct connection to his grandfather, cutting his father from the lineage. Again, his actions imply an exclusionary gesture; Leva digs deeper into the past to eliminate his father from his heritage, symbolically taking on his grandfather in the image Leva devises for him. By raising the stakes, Leva will simultaneously circumvent his father and bring himself closer to his grandfather’s generation. Merging himself with a representative of the past, Leva believes, will strengthen his self-image and will make him less burdened as a latecomer.
However, Leva fails to create his own body of work when he begins to publish Modest Platonovich’s previously suppressed papers. In seeking out a resemblance in the photos, too, Leva on the one hand only mimics his elder and tries to subsume his accomplishments with his solipsistic worldview and on the other hand creates distance between himself and his dishonest father who denounced Modest Platonovich years ago.

Leva here takes two false steps: He adopts the same tactics as the Soviet state in abusing images for the sake of rewriting historical memory and, like Vanoski, he views an image as reality, believing that the similarities, whether real or illusory, can bring his desires to life. These kinds of manipulations, anxieties, and distortions largely define Bitov’s characters’ relationships with photographs. His attempts to reshape reality, or to transform it according to his own ideals, only result in his being consumed by the images to which he turns: photographs of his predecessors. In doing so, he limits his potential for personal growth. That is, he claims primacy over these images and the past they represent; however, he becomes inextricably bound to this past age, unable to chart his own course as he obsesses over something only seemingly real and simultaneously both old and new in this era of rehabilitation. Epstein has termed this phenomenon “past-shock,” which was felt immediately after the fall of the Soviet Union but began as early as the 1950s with more frequent exchanges between the East and the West: “The present may be chaotic, unstable, and unreal, but we have finally come into possession of the past, or, more precisely, it has come forward to possess us.” Leva’s attempts to take hold of the past reveal a peculiar historical relativity inherent to the Soviet context that unravels his plans. The photos stand as a stark reminder of the fact that Leva’s grip on the past and, therefore, reality in the present moment has been shaped by forces outside of his control. Bitov, through his narrator and with firm ironic distance, therefore expresses his doubt that a photograph can
provide epistemological certainty. If photographs can be manipulated like any other cultural artifact, then why should they be read as pure fact? If they can shift, grow, or remain buried, what prevents them from being resurrected? Perhaps most importantly, should reality be truly as malleable as an image, are there ways to counteract this deception?

**Truth in Photographs, Freedom in Limitations**

Bitov’s responses to these questions may be found throughout many of the same works just analyzed. For all the latent abuses inherent to the photographic act that Bitov details, his texts simultaneously offer a few cautious alternatives. While they may distort the past when paired with a desire to create inorganic links between individuals or historical periods not based on reality, blood, mutual affiliation, and so on, photographs can on occasion suggest at the very least a transformative power even if they appear in the forms of negative examples.50

*A Georgian Album*, whose very title alerts the reader to Bitov’s play with photographic motifs, provides models of this somewhat more affirmative outlook on photography’s ability to sustain memory and create lasting bonds by highlighting Bitov’s recognition of photographic images’ inherent subjectivity. While visiting the filmmaker Otar Iosseliani, Bitov happens across a family album and draws attention to a woman’s photo: “She looks at you with nonjudgmental non-recognition, and you might imperceptibly become embarrassed under the gaze of those young eyes in a face as old and wise as the earth. […] Where did these faces go? No one will look so directly into the camera any longer, taking delight in everything, becoming embarrassed by nothing.”51 Bitov repeats a key phrase from *Pushkin House*—cf. “Where did these faces go?” and “Where had all these marvelous faces gone?”—but without the political implications. Instead, his surprise is derived from this encounter with the past concentrated in the woman’s
gaze, the *punctum* of the photograph to follow Barthes’s formulation.⁵² He recognizes in her
stare the preservation of an instant that is now lost in some ways to the present but no less potent
to its viewers. Just as photography saved for posterity a beautiful moment in the life of the
woman, her perpetual gaze now ensures the camera’s role in creating history. This family album
lacks the persecutions, distortions, and manipulations found in the Odoevtsev household. Open
to the wonders of a private moment preserved in time, Bitov may not entirely avoid the tourist’s
gaze and the family-photographer’s voyeurism, but he attempts to respect the private world of
the woman by admitting to the limitations of his knowledge.

Elsewhere, Bitov realizes that he cannot help but compare Georgia with the images he
has imbibed from Iosseliani’s films.⁵³ He wonders whether there nature finds a true reflection:

> “Have I always seen Tbilisi the way Otar shot [otsnial’] it, or do I now see it that way after Otar
> showed it to me? […] Is his world a reflection or an expression? […] The world with which the
> artist will astonish us is an arm’s length away. Comparing the world he has expressed with the
> world that surrounds him, I found that Otar did not seek anything out, and that means everything
> turned up on its own, fell into his hands, was always there.”⁵⁴

He seems to suggest that Iosseliani’s approach recognizes that the photograph (or cinematic
frame) does not create a reality, but simply allows the essence of that which is “in front of our
eyes” to be imprinted upon the photo-image and passed on. At the same time, he introduces an
element of doubt when he questions whether his perception of the landscape has been shaped by
Iosseliani’s images, whether the simulation has supplaned the reality.

Furthermore, it is worth noting that Bitov himself is not always successful in following
Iosseliani’s alleged model of taking in the world without tampering with it. With shock, he
realizes that he has mixed up the generations when mentally assessing the women’s images
preserved in the Georgian photo album, and his description of his local guide Gogi is remarkably
romanticized: “And thus [Gogi] had already stepped out from Pirosmani’s painting The Feast of [Five] Princes.” While this is not the place to provide an extended analysis of Bitov’s approach to travel writing as a genre or questions of empire, some consideration of key tropes in these fields is apropos and will, in turn, help illuminate his use of the photographic trope. His position, particularly in light of other Western models, is a curious one. An imperial subject visiting a Soviet satellite, Bitov uses his travel experience to better understand himself and his relationship to his homeland. While Turoma argues that these two travel accounts are replete with “examples of the ‘gentleman-colonizer’s’ authoritative gaze, of which the author is painfully aware, but does not want to, or makes the appearance of not being able to, rid himself of,” Bitov nonetheless subverts the limits of his own vision throughout this section. If in his travel writings he frequently deploys the “monarch-of-all-I-survey” trope, so elegantly deconstructed by Mary Louise Pratt in her study of western travel literature, then the text continually critiques any sense of a privileged position he may claim to possess. According to Pratt, the rhetoric of such travelogues involves three primary techniques: aestheticization of nature, density of meaning, and mastery of the seen/scene. The references to photos challenge Bitov’s perspective with their suggestions of a limited or compromised perspective. They prove that his grasp on the reality of the situation may be more faulty than he realizes. In particular, the fact that he wonders whether his vision has been tampered by unreal images produced by Iosseliani suggests an inability both to dictate the scene and to trust his perception. Bitov once again shows the erosion of the myth of authenticity offered by a photographic image.

If his depictions of Armenia and Georgia sometimes evince a tourist’s questionable, perhaps even domineering gaze, his writings reflect at least an effort to overcome the pull toward solipsism, which Richard Borden has termed “one of Bitov’s foremost concerns.” In their
imperfection, they still aim to treat their subjects on their own terms. Their presence acts as a profound challenge, but what comes after Bitov or his stand-ins engage with the photographs is just as crucial. Bitov asks of the reader, as of himself, the open-mindedness to imagine an alternative to the dominant egocentrism, that is, a move beyond a solipsistic worldview that excludes others’ perspectives. In this way, despite the inevitable slips, the photographs he describes and creates can provoke moments of insight or grace, if only for the reader.

Several such near-revelations appear in The Monkey Link, Bitov’s loose trilogy made up of three novellas: Birds, Man in the Landscape (1983), and Awaiting Monkeys (1993). At least the first two portions of this triptych include vivid references to photography that connect to the theme of knowledge. The first and shortest novella, Birds, describes the narrator’s visit to a research station at which biologists study bird migration patterns. The narrator interweaves his conversations with a doctor about the animals and his ruminations on the nature of man. Near the opening, he considers a photograph of an ecologist depicted on a magazine cover:

The priest of science is illuminated by fluorescent light; he looks profoundly at something he supposedly has some knowledge of, while we have no clue. […] And really, why does he make such a knowing expression in the photo on the universal cover? A true scientist’s expression (according to my naïve conception) should be frightened, shocked, confused. For he knows everything in his field that was known until now, until this day, until this second—but he knows nothing further. […] So why did he stand frozen in the photograph with that face, as if he has some clue about what’s there, beyond, in the next moment? […] for he is in the dark, he should have the inspired face of a blind man, a Bruegalese blind man falling into a hole…59

Bitov’s narrator contrasts the stereotypical, staged representation of the scientist at work with his contrasting conception of the same figure: two photographs—one real, the other imagined—that denote opposing conceptions of knowledge, expertise, and the paradox of discovery. The
individual in the former evidently embodies all the arrogance of man. His face lit up by the various equipment surrounding him masks a recognition of the unknown that Bitov clearly appreciates. Bitov’s proposed photograph, on the other hand, highlights precisely the divide between man’s perceived knowledge and the true depths of his deficient perspective. The ability to recognize one’s limitations, rather than to impose one’s values and delusions upon the world (an inner drive that motivates many Bitovian characters), should be the driving force in life, as in scientific inquiry, according to Bitov. By first recognizing the limits of knowledge, he implies, one may transcend them. By instead veiling them under the guise of “a knowing expression,” one misses the potential to discover new ground in any given field. While photographs in Bitov’s literary world frequently denote precisely this sort of overbearing self-confidence, the author can imagine alternatives. Bitov rejects the clichéd face of the scientist’s photograph in favor of the unknown, the moments of panicked uncertainty that position man in an entirely new arena. Nevertheless, the fact that this image only exists in his imagination speaks to the crippling subjectivity of the photographic image. It is something unrealizable, for the photo captures time and space without consideration of its subject’s perspective and essence.

The trilogy’s second novella *Man in the Landscape* concerns the narrator’s encounter with the verbose painter Pavel Petrovich and an attempt to reach a kind of enlightenment. The narrator spends two days drinking with Pavel Petrovich before breaking free of the artist’s hold. At one point in their bizarre conversation, they discuss painting and photography. When the narrator responds condescendingly to Pavel Petrovich’s argument that “[p]hotography was conquering” the Impressionists, the latter counters, “Photography identified that with which painting should not concern itself. Because it can be achieved mechanically, by a device. Photography itself spawned the Impressionists.” Here, he has in mind photography’s ability to
isolate a single passing moment. They continue:

“[…] I wanted to say that the landscape painter merely individualizes the view. He’s incapable of mirroring it; he’s only capable of being mirrored in it. ‘View’ [vid] and ‘individual’ [individ] — is that the same root?”

“No,” I replied, placing Shishkin and Teniers and photography in my firm grip.”

Pavel Petrovich’s arguments are rooted in the belief that, firstly, the landscape painter places his perspective into his subject (thus objectivizing it) and, secondly, freezes something that is not static (thus transforming it). The interlocutors reason that photography prompted the Impressionists to master a style that would challenge this artistic process. The perennial struggle, then, is finding a balance between man’s tendency to impose himself, intentionally or not, upon his subject of study or art. As a tool, photography allows one to render a landscape (or person) in its entirety, but it fails to capture the life-essence of the same subject. In other words, it produces a semblance rather than a true resemblance by mechanical means.

Following his drinking binge with Pavel Petrovich, the narrator reflects on his experiences. He is surprised to discover that he is now “writing directly from nature.” The narrator, to put it differently, feels in tune with life and reality. This change in Bitov’s pilgrim begins somewhat earlier when he realizes that his “sensitivity was like that of a photographic plate” in another scene involving a policeman and Pavel Petrovich catching him with their gaze. He now reflects or, to maintain the photographic metaphor, absorbs the world around him, rather than painting himself into the landscape as before. Describing Pushkin House’s Leva and his character arc, Irina Rodnianskaia writes that the author aimed to “detonate the irreducible unity, the direct combination of oneself with the world, to experience and behold ‘full consciousness’ of one’s soul as separate and special, to survive the ‘hard-hitting confrontation of one’s own experience,’ and, finally, if successful, to open up to existence once again, but now
with a grateful unselfishness alien to childish illusions.” The narrator’s “photographic” experience and discussions in *Man in the Landscape* lead to precisely this brand of epiphany. If he, like Pavel Petrovich, formerly interacted with the world through a filter—that of his self-absorbed persona—he now believes that he accepts the world without any kind of screen. Opening himself up in this manner allows for a more authentic, if sometimes painful, engagement with reality. It brings him at least one step closer to true understanding.

“Selfies” vs. “Truthies”

Bitov repeatedly exposes the manner in which people deceive themselves regarding their pretensions, delusions, and failures to change. His texts serve as explorations of his characters’ psyches; his tools are manifold, but photographs occupy a significant, if understudied, position. The idea of exposure built into these efforts is crucial, for that is largely what his photographic trope does: It discloses the inner states of characters who often adopt roles only to feel their incongruous, double-exposed quality at some later point when they face undesired consequences. The cases analyzed above establish how Bitov’s photographic exposés range from his early short stories to key sections of longer later texts.

Such wide-ranging application of this motif speaks to its centrality in Bitov’s exploration of how people either possess or appreciate the world around them. Much as *Armenia Lessons* represent Bitov’s working through his relationship to the world, to others, and to his poetics, his photography lessons say much about his major themes. They range from the personal to the outlandish, and Bitov employs them according to the circumstances of the text at hand. Vividly aware of the subjective state of affairs engendered by the twentieth-century Soviet experience, Bitov furthermore uses his literary photographs to probe the tension between containment and
perversion. When his characters attempt to enclose the environment and individuals around them by reformulating them in their image, they pervert the reality of things, crafting simulacra in the process. In this way, Leva misreads his grandfather’s feelings for his son, assuming a hatred that only angers Modest Platonovich. The tourists in Bitov’s travelogues, too, inscribe themselves into the landscapes they visit and the people they encounter, and by doing so, they distort the original.

On the other hand, as shown by the cases above, the photographs that almost manage to meet Bitov’s goals are most often those from which the viewer has some kind of detachment. This distance takes many forms throughout Bitov’s writings: temporal, personal, and so forth. The discussions regarding photography in the first two sections of The Monkey Link require the reader to imagine unreal photographs, that is, images that do not and therefore cannot exist. They represent an idealized relationship to knowledge that then factors into man’s functions in the world. The more positive examples of photographs in Bitov’s work are also typically made not by the viewer, emphasizing yet another kind of distance. For example, the narrator in A Georgian Album feels a sense of intimacy with the women on the pages of the photobook through which he leafs. His knowledge of their true identities may be faulty, and yet he does not manipulate their stories in quite the same way as Leva distorts his grandfather’s in Pushkin House. They, along with his reflections on Georgia, serve as a means of re-framing of the self. Those photographers or photograph-viewers who cannot attain such a perspective fail to develop precisely this self-awareness. They believe that the image before them, in a sense, exists because they exist; they propose that the photographs can either tell them more about themselves than about the actual subject of the photo or can be used to serve a personal agenda. Those characters who instead accept, recognize, and appreciate the space between themselves and what the photographs
represent, on the contrary, come closer to accessing insights and an intimacy with their subjects of study.

This is not to suggest that their interactions with photographs cannot be extremely personal. After all, the attitude regarding photos that Bitov champions in the end does change the individual. Whereas Leva looks to his grandfather’s and Uncle Dickens’s photos in order to transform their identities, Bitov believes that the so-called good—and therefore imagined—photograph (or, rather, one’s approach to it) should produce a reconceptualization of a person’s identity in relation to the Other. What change they ultimately do enact depends largely on the circumstances. By highlighting this tendency to misread a photography shared by his heroes, Bitov thus insistently challenges the frequent conception of photography as the most mimetic of art forms.

The utilization of the same class of imagery for contradictory aims furthermore speaks to the complexities of Bitov’s artistry, as well as his belonging to a generation accustomed to the relative instability of cultural values. Bitov, indeed, frequently uses photography to reconsider both local and universal forms of cultural appropriation and historical revisionism in ways that accentuate key features of his own art, while linking him to broader trends, whether in the late- or post-Soviet contexts. In *Pushkin House*, he suggests that the Russian writer hoping to overcome his belatedness relative both to the West and the Russian Modernist era must turn to his present instead of the past.69 As a result of the breaks in Russia’s cultural history, Leva cannot exist in the past, because he can never make full sense of it, nor in the present because he constantly directs his gaze backward, nor in the future because he will always feel a step behind. *Pushkin House* then represents Bitov’s endeavor to live and to write in the “middle of the contrast”: a state of being championed by Modest Platonovich that accepts the past for what it is
and recognizes that the future is yet to be. Bitov’s photographs engender a similar idea. In a variety of ways, they express his belief in the danger of looking to and altering the past to create a new simulative reality in the present moment. It cannot be controlled, but rather only studied for inspiration. Echoing writers from Nabokov and Proust to contemporary figures such as Sebald and the post-Soviet author Victor Pelevin, Bitov recognizes that human perception remains at best misguided, at worst faulty. Even photographs from the future pose similar risks. The proper perspective from which to consider photography, Bitov intimates, instead involves taking on the properties of a photo-plate as in his *Man in the Landscape* and allowing the subject to speak for itself. Even as the individual recognizes a unity between himself and the photograph’s object, a separation that allows the latter to inform its viewer’s perspective rather than the opposite must also be achieved. Thus, the natural beauty of Georgia and the life of its people infuse Iosseliani’s images, and a woman’s playful gaze into the camera lens can speak to a writer years after it was captured even if its mystery cannot be fully unraveled. Through these contrasting approaches to photography, Bitov exhibits a desire to transcend the pull toward solipsism, indeed to respect the interrelated concepts of nature, history, and culture for what they are, not what they may be compelled to be. Ultimately, photography, through its cordonning off of discrete layers of life, serves as a reminder of the ever-present chasm between one’s knowledge and reality, between self-imposed notions and the truth found in that very limitation.
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